We present a method for characterizing text based on a statistical analysis of word recurrence interval. This method can be used for extracting keywords from text, and also for comparing texts by an unknown author against a set of known authors. We also use these methods to comment on the controversial question of who wrote the letter to the Hebrews in the New Testament.
Background
The decision as to whether two texts were written by the same author is usually a difficult one. Can an analysis of how the words in a text statistically cluster shed some light on authorship? In this paper we examine both English texts and the Greek source texts of the New Testament.
The mathematical techniqes developed by Shannon [1, 2] and Markov have been used for a number of years to analyse sequences of data, whether this be computer code, text, or DNA. These techniques and other probability-based techniques have enjoyed a large amount of usage in analysing DNA sequences [3] well as both written and spoken text [4, 5] . Applications of linguistic methods to DNA sequence analysis have been explored by Dong and Searls [6] and others, and this is our motivation for exploring linguistic techniques for authorship (the corresponding problem in the field of DNA research is the phylogeny of organisms based on their DNA sequences). A seminal work in the area of authorship is Mosteller [7] , a good overview of other work can be found in Oakes [8] . Durbin et al. [9] is a good reference of work done in analysing DNA sequences.
Ortuño et al. [10] suggest using standard deviation of the 'inter-word spacing'
to characterize word distributions and extract keywords, as opposed to using a frequency count of each word. Since inter-word spacing is commonly used to refer to the physical spacing between two words on a page or screen [11] , we use the term 'word recurrence interval' (or WRI) instead. By word recurrence interval, we mean the number of words in between successive occurrences of a keyword (noninclusive), for example if the keyword is "text", then the spacing in "text text" is zero, and the spacing in "The text is an interesting text" is three as there are three words between the two occurrences of the word "text". Initial results of plotting the scaled standard deviation of word spacing for (almost) all the words in a given text against the plot of those from other texts by the same author reveals that works by the same author have a similar distribution of word recurrence intervals. Given the work by Kac [12] , in which he derives the result that the recurrence interval of a sequence w is proportional to 1/P (w) for P (w) the probabability of the sequence, it is perhaps not surprising that a distinct usage of words (the sequences w) gives a distinct distribution of spacing. The work by Kac [12] has also been used in exploring the entropy of English text [13] . In this paper, we show a striking result obtained when we plot the WRI curves for the gospels of Matthew and Luke, and the book of Acts from the Koine Greek New Testament. This suggests a statistical approach to stylography could be taken, and we demonstrate the use of this for both texts by known authors, and for texts where the historical authorship is unclear.
In this paper we explore a number of statistical measures for determining authorship of documents and extracting keywords. We show graphical and numerical methods for comparing authorship, and present two statistical methods for extracting keywords.
Mathematical Analysis

Standard deviation graphs
Here we detail a method of displaying the WRI distribution for texts and conjecture that this can give a valuable insight into the authorship of texts.
Given a set of word spacings {x 1 , . . . , x n } for a given word, we compute the scaled standard deviation of WRIs,
The reason for the scaling is to eliminate the dependence on word frequency, sô σ values are directly comparable for words in the same text and between different texts. We repeat this for all the words in a text, giving us a set of scaled standard deviations {σ 1 , . . . ,σ m }. In order to generate the graphs we then rank theseσ j in order and plot scaled standard deviation vs. log 10 (rank). We omit those words occurring five or fewer times as being statistically insignificant. Note this method is similar to the methods examined by Zipf [14] and Mosteller [7] , however we are examining the scaled standard devation of WRI and not word frequency. The seminal paper on the scaled standard deviation of WRI was by Ortuño et al. [10] . Although the idea of taking the scaled standard deviation, in (1), and then using it as the y-variable in a Zipf-like plot is a trivial step we note it was first suggested by Carpena et al. [15] . Figure 1 shows the similarity between works by Charles Dickens (Great Expectations and Barnaby Rudge) and works by Thomas Hardy (Tess of the d'Urbervilles and Far From the Madding Crowd). Figure 2 shows the result of applying the method to the gospels of Matthew and Luke, and the book of Acts. Note that we have used the Koine Greek sources for the New Testament [16] to eliminate any changes in style due to translation.
In order to quantify differences in WRI between different authors' usage of keywords we introduce a chi-squared metric in Sec. 2.2. We apply the scaled standard deviation of WRI and an F-statistic to the problem of keyword extraction in Sec. 2.3.
Chi-squared tables
This method compares texts by focusing on words common to all the texts that come from the region of interest in the graphical method (those with a high scaled standard deviation of WRI). In order to compare several texts, we examine those words common to all texts in the selection. We rank words in descending order according to the maximum of the products fσ for a given word across all texts, where f is the number of times the word occurs in a text. We do this in order to try and pick those words that are statistically significant and have a high scaled standard deviation (and are thus useful keywords). We pick a selection of 30 of those words which are Fig. 2 . A Zipf-like plot showing the scaled standard deviation of the WRI (y-axis) for each word is ranked in descending order on a logarithmic scale (x-axis). Using the original Koine Greek text, a remarkably close match is obtained between the gospel of Luke and the book of Acts in the New Testament, which were written by the same author. For reference, a curve of a different author is shown (the book of Matthew) illustrating a distinct difference (this is the upper curve). Although the match between Luke and Acts deviates for a log rank < 1.2, this represents less than four per cent of the total curve (due to the base-ten logarithmic scale). Note that uncommon words occurring less than 5 times in each text are not included in the ranking, as their scaled standard deviation values are not statistically significant.
common (for many of the texts we are considering, especially the shorter bibilical texts, there are often very few words in common to the set of texts with both a high scaled standard devaition that are statistically significant). We thus obtain sets of variances of word spacings for all the texts, {σ 
We thus generate a To see how well the chi-squared tables match up English texts, we generated the following tables of Dickens' & Hardy's texts (see Table 1 (Table 2) -as expected low scores occur for known author matches. Table 3 shows the results for the gospels plus the book of Acts. books of the Koine Greek New Testament [16] . We first ran it on a wide selection of books, in order to narrow down the list of books for closer comparison. This was done in order that we get a more representative set of words to use and the result for the smaller list are shown in Table 4 . The graphs of books (see Fig. 3 ) by various New Testament authors indicates books by Paul as also being close in style to the letter to the Hebrews. Note that in the table, the closest match for the letter to the Hebrews is the letter 2 Peter. However the score for the gospel of Luke and the letter 1 Peter, which were written by different authors, is even smaller. Furthermore, notice both Jude and 1 Peter appear close to Luke, but Jude is not close to 1 Peter. This type of apparent inconsistency can also be seen on examination of Tables 1 and 2 . On closer inspection of the raw data we found that the cause is a Simpson reversal, also known as Simpson's paradox [19] , [20] . Simpson reversals tend to occur when data from sub-populations are averaged. This is due to the limited set of words chosen and not features of the texts, such as text in common between gospels. The quite distinct texts in Tables 1 and 2 also show a Simpson reversal because of this problem. In the case of our chi-squared method we conclude that interpretation of the results is problematic and must be exercised with care. Further investigation is required to find a more transparent method of extracting the key features of our graphs. We propose examining standard statistical methods for calculating differences and similarity between graphs [21] .
Finally we note that the chi-squared method could possibly be used in tracking changes to a particular text, since one could generate a minimal-spanning tree [22] using the chi-squared metric we have given in (2).
Keyword extraction
Here we detail the method used by Ortuño et al. [10] and introduce a new method for extracting keywords.
As per the scaled standard deviation graphs, we determine the set of scaled standard deviations of word spacings for all the words in a text, {σ 1 , . . . ,σ m }. Again, we rank the words from highest scaled standard deviation to lowest, but keeping all the words. We thus obtain a list of words ranked from high relevance to low relevance.
Text Classification Based on Word Recurrence Intervals L7 Fig. 3 . This is the plot obtained for Paul's letters 1 Corinthians and Romans, the letter to the Hebrews, and the gospel of Luke. Note the high level of similarity between the two letters of Paul. The similarity of the letter to the Hebrews is somewhat obscured by the vertical difference and the end of the plots, both are due to the end effects of the different books' sizes. It is an area of ongoing investigation to minimize these effects.
A new method we have examined for keyword extraction uses the F-statistic on the word spacings, assuming a geometric distribution. The F-statistic detects word-spacing with excess variance (relative to a maximal-entropy or "geometric" distribution). The F-statistic behaves asymptotically like a Gaussian random variable (when the number of WRI samples is large) with mean of 0 and variance of 1 so the statistical tests for relevant keywords are very easy. Given the set of word spacings {x 1 , . . . , x n } we use the F-statistic
where s is the normal sample standard deviation. Note the similarity between the F-statistic and the square of the scaled standard deviation. Assuming the null hypothesis then we get a maximum likelihood estimate [23] of the parameter a in the geometric pdf p(x) = (1 − a)(a x ), and can hence estimate the variance of the distribution and we compare this with the standard unbiased estimator for variance. The log(n) term is for scaling (to deal with the accuracy of the F-statistic for different sample sizes). Other terms are corrections as detailed in Abramowitz and Stegun [24] . Table 5 shows words from Alexander Pope's translation of Homer's Odyssey. Table 5 highlights the usefulness of the scaled standard deviation and F-statistic methods over an information measure as detailed in Belew [25] as obvious keywords relating to the Odyssey such as the title and names of main characters (Telemachus, Alcinous and Antinous) are chosen by the scaled standard deviation and F-statistic methods but not the information content method.
As a further test, we found the F-statistic gives the following top ten words as keywords of this paper: texts, the, authorship, statistic, spacing, word, deviation, letter. This can be compared with the list of words obtained by the information method: question, similarity, our, can, extracting, due, match, recurrence, or, data. Note we have run these tests before inserting the previous two sentences to avoid a self-referential loop. Qualitative tests need to be carried out to establish whether the standard deviation or F-statistic method performs best at extracting relevant keywords.
Conclusions
The scaled standard deviation and F-statistic methods provide useful tools for keyword extraction. Keyword extraction is important in the area of searching databases for useful information, such as searching the Internet. It may also prove useful in analyzing coding regions of DNA, which is an important open question.
Our results add weight to the generally accepted hypothesis of a common author between the gospel of Luke and the book of Acts. There is no agreement amongst scholars regarding the authorship of Hebrews -our results based on the graphical WRI method add weight to the idea that Hebrews shares authorship with the works Paul. Although the chi-squared method shows some promise, the limited sample populations give rise to Simpson reversals, thus making interpretation complex. Thus further work is required to produce a method that automatically extracts the key features of the graphs. Future developments in this area may shed some light on a number of historical debates surrounding the question of authorship. These methods also have possible applications to both language trees (showing the evolution of languages) and with some modification to study of phylogenetic relationships by comparing DNA sequences.
The graphical and chi-squared methods we have presented for analysis of authorship need further work and testing on larger databases of texts of known authorship. A key question is to determine which methods are best suited to adding weight for common authorship and which are best suited for adding weight against common authorship between arbitrary texts. Clearly we need to apply standard statistical techniques to the sets of ranked WRI data, to better quantify the differences in style we are observing. There are some challenges in doing this. One of these is dealing with different vocabulary sizes (and hence different data set sizes). Another is in determining which parts of the graph are of interest in distinguishing authorship. Is it just a vertical separation, or other features such as slope, variance in slope, etc.?
The use of a revised chi-squared method or other statistical measures for tracking document changes is proposed for future investigation. Finally, an important open question is to determine a model of the underlying processes that govern word recurrence intervals and to characterize the distributions that underlie these word intervals in natural text.
